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This submission responds to the invitation to Parties and admitted observer organizations to provide
information, views and proposals on the work of the ADP before each session (FCCC/ADP/2012/3,
paragraph 22).
The negotiations on the 2015 agreement face many challenges, including challenges related to legal
form and design. FIELD believes that it is important to explore a wide range of potential design
elements and approaches at this stage of the negotiations.
As highlighted in an earlier submission (16 May 2014) FIELD recommends that Parties make use of
recent research on treaty design, which is providing important pointers to legal options that could
help to construct an agreement that is strong and also acceptable to as many Parties as possible.
The attached graphic shows examples of some possible elements and design options for the 2015
agreement, centred on a system of integrated review processes and recognition of above-adequate
NDCs.
FIELD is submitting the graphic with the aim of encouraging consideration of a wide range of options
and potential approaches.
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Examples of possible building blocks and options for the 2015 climate agreement (July 2014)
Strong pre-2020
assessment of
adequacy of INDCs
in light of UNFCCC
objective/global
temperature goal

INDCs

Enhanced pre-2020
action to close UNFCCC
objective/global
temperature goal gap

Rules for
multistakeholder
/International
Cooperative
Initiatives

Process to address
inadequate
INDCs/NDCs
Facilitative but strict
framework

Benefits for Parties with
qualifying NDCs, agreed
through bottom-up process
(no discrimination or
disguised trade restrictions)

Link to
UNFCCC
2013-2015
review

For example adoption in form of
amendment to UNFCCC by ¾ vote
combined with design that
encourages wider participation fast

Legal 2015
agreement

Define decision
making rules, including
voting rules

Or as shell with limited
content, but with strong
review system designed to
“auto fill” agreement

Parties with above-adequate
NDCs qualify for entry into for
example special list, special
annex or optional protocol to
legal 2015 agreement

Criteria for
“aboveadequate”
Integrated system of review
processes, including dynamic
central review for strengthening
contributions, designed as
“many small steps” rather than
few, big steps
Transparency
& MRV rules

INDCs

Operationalize Climate
Justice Principles (see
Mary Robinson
Foundation – Climate
Justice)

Individual &
collective adequacy
NDCs
NDC implementation
Collective adequacy
& progress

Define new category of
decisions by Parties to 2015
agreement, with explicit
authority to take binding
decisions on some matters

Simple entry procedure
into (for example)
special annex or
optional protocol for
Parties with qualifying
NDCs

Draw on latest research
on treaty design, in
particular behavioural
insights (see for example
Jean Galbraith), to make
agreement as strong as
possible and acceptable to
as many states as possible

